Anadarko Region
Drilling Productivity Report

August 2018

Drilling data through July
Projected production through September

**Oil**
August 2018
- **410** barrels/day

September 2018
- **407** barrels/day

**Gas**
August 2018
- **2,889** thousand cubic feet/day

September 2018
- **2,866** thousand cubic feet/day

**New-well oil production per rig**
- Production from new wells (in barrels/day)
- Legacy production change
- Net change
- Sep 558 Mbbld

**Legacy oil production change**
- Change in oil production from one average rig (in thousand barrels/day)

**Indicated change in oil production (Sep vs. Aug)**
- Aug 549 Mbbld
- Production from new wells
- Legacy production change
- Net change
- Sep 558 Mbbld

**New-well gas production per rig**
- Production from new wells (in thousand cubic feet/day)
- Legacy production change
- Net change

**Legacy gas production change**
- Change in natural gas production from one average rig (in million cubic feet/day)

**Indicated change in natural gas production (Sep vs. Aug)**
- Aug 7,120 MMcf/d
- Production from new wells
- Legacy production change
- Net change
- Sep 7,220 MMcf/d

**New-well gas production per rig**
- Production from new wells (in thousand cubic feet/day)
- Legacy production change
- Net change

**Legacy gas production change**
- Change in natural gas production from one average rig (in million cubic feet/day)

**Oil production**
- Change in oil production from one average rig (in thousand barrels/day)

**Natural gas production**
- Change in natural gas production from one average rig (in million cubic feet/day)

**Oil +3** barrels/day month over month

**Gas +23** thousand cubic feet/day month over month